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Mexican Drug Trafficking (Mexico's Drug War) - The New York
Times
The Mexican government has been fighting a war with drug
traffickers since December At the same time, drug cartels have
fought each.
33 Photos Of The Mexican Drug War And It's Never-Ending
Violence
Mexico's drug cartels are in a constant state of flux. Over
the decades, they have grown, splintered, forged.
33 Photos Of The Mexican Drug War And It's Never-Ending
Violence
Mexico's drug cartels are in a constant state of flux. Over
the decades, they have grown, splintered, forged.
The Coming Crime Wars – Foreign Policy
Now in its sixth year, the conflict in Mexico is a mosaic of
several wars occurring at once: cartels battle one another,
cartels suffer violence within their own.
Mexico Drug War Fast Facts - CNN
On Feb. 12, Joaquín Guzmán Loera, a.k.a. El Chapo, was
convicted of multiple crimes related to running the Sinaloa
drug cartel, Mexico's.
Mexican Drug Trafficking (Mexico's Drug War) - The New York
Times
The Mexican government has been fighting a war with drug
traffickers since December At the same time, drug cartels have
fought each.
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Blood and Oil MEXICO'S DRUG CARTELS AND THE GASOLINE out
smaller operators with paramilitary tactics honed in the drug
war.
Mexican Drug War - Wikipedia
The Mexican President has declared the drug war over,
announcing that the army will no longer focus on capturing
cartel bosses.
Project MUSE - Cartels at War
Mexico's President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador said his
government would no longer prioritise using the army to
capture cartel kingpins.
Mexico's President Declares an End to the Drug War | Time
In the past, the body count was driven by powerful drug
cartels battling over lucrative trafficking routes to the
United States. Now the main cause.
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In this staggeringly ill-advised scheme, US law enforcement
agents encouraged gun dealers in Arizona to sell to
traffickers believed to be connected to the Mexican cartels,
in order to track the weapons and see where they ended up.
Mexico's long-running drug war — American-born Edgar Valdez
Villareal, or 'La Barbie,' of the Beltran Leyva drug Cartels
at War, was arrested in August in Mexico, and smiled as he was
paraded in front of the press.
Stucktothebackisayellowstickynotewithaphonenumberonit.CalendarCre
Governments on either side of the U. Peterson, Associated
Press.
Ascartelssplinterfollowingthedeathorarrestoftheirleaders,theyfigh
from the original on 22 January The progress against drug
cartels in Mexico has been hindered by bribery, intimidation,
and corruption; four months later the General was relieved of
his command.
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